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Quiescent H-mode provides stable, reproducible plasmas for turbulence studies in addition to

its appeal as a high-performance steady-state operational regime. Recent experiments varied

the torque injected by neutral beams in QH-mode plasmas while keeping other parameters

roughly constant in order to study the dynamics of the edge harmonic oscillation (EHO),

which provides particle exhaust to maintain the QH-mode. Measurements by Phase Contrast

Imaging (PCI) show that electrostatic turbulence in the Er well changes qualitatively as the

input torque varies, in contrast to measurements in ELM-free H-mode.

Previous QH-mode studies with the PCI fluctuation diagnostic demonstrated the presence of

short wavelength, highly sheared density turbulence located in the Er well just inside the last

closed flux surface with |kr| > |kθ| and ñ/nped > 10%.† The recent torque scan experiments

show that this edge turbulence changes qualitatively with the input torque. High input

torque which results in a deep Er well and a strong EHO shows sheared turbulence located

in the outer Er well with a lab-frame phase velocity in the electron direction which varies

with the depth of the Er well, vph ' (1/2) maxEr/B. This suggests that pedestal ion-scale

turbulence is not fully suppressed by the shear but is shifted to larger frequency and kr where

it is harder to detect but may still contribute to pedestal transport. At low input torque,

however, the EHO vanishes and turbulence is detected on the inner half of the Er well with

an intrinsic velocity much larger than Er/B. This mode has not yet been identified.

In contrast, ELM-free H-modes at all input torques typically exhibit both of these turbulent

modes, indicating that the QH-mode Er well and edge pedestal remain qualitatively differ-

ent from those seen in ELM-free H-mode and can vary significantly without loss of robust

performance.
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